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• PowerWorld WebHelp
• Context-sensitive help from the user-interface
• Transient model documentation
• Tags for new features and improvements
• URL for each help topic
Context-Sensitive Help From The User-Interface

Goto: Context-sensitive help topic

Goto: powerworld.com/WebHelp
Context-Sensitive Help Topic

Goto:
Context-sensitive help topic
Context-Sensitive Help For Transient Models

Goto: Transient modelling documentation

Goto: Context-sensitive help topic
Help For Transient Models

Goto: Transient modelling documentation
New Features & Improvements

This option applies to all case information displays.

**Use Concise Variable Names and Headers**

**Added in Version 19**

Variable names within Simulator have been made more concise. This option must be enabled in the user interface or when writing out an Auxiliary File. In addition, a new Concise Auxiliary File Format is available.

starting **Version 19.** This is described in more detail in the PowerWorld Object Variables help topic. This option enables the use of the more concise variable names when looking at field variable names in the Auxiliary Files. This option must be chosen to write out Auxiliary Files. This option is not available when writing out an Auxiliary File using the new Concise Format.